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WINE LIST



Wine by the Glass (175cl) 

NERO D’AVOLA SICILIA ROSSO I.G.T. 
NORMANNO | SICILIA 
GRAPE VARIETY: Nero D’Avola 4.45/19(bottle)
“A fruity wine that is ideal with red meats, game and hard 
cheeses. Ruby red in colour, the bouquet is complex with 
distinctive red fruits and ripe cherries. Ample and full-bodied.” 

MONTEpuLCIANOD’AbRuzzO DOC
VILLA CERRINA 4.95/20(bottle)
GRAPE VARIETY: Montepulciano - Abruzzo
“Vibrant and juicy with gentle tannins, overlaid with a rich 
spicyness, notes of blueberry and a savoury finish. Highly 
versatile wine with food.”

pRIMITIVO SALENTO IGT   
VILLA CERRINA  4.95/20(bottle)
GRAPE VARIETY: Primitivo - Puglia
“Lovely soft ripe plums with warm sweet spices. Finely structured 
with roundness and delightful length. “

NEGROAMARO I.G.p. ‘TENuTA SAN 
MARCO’ DUE PALME | PUGLIA 

4.95/21(bottle)GRAPE VARIETY: Negroamaro  
“Intense ruby-red in colour with a extravagantly fruity and 
persistent nose. A strong, lingering personality on the palate 
showing outstanding structure.” 

FIORITO VINO bIANCO 
ANGELO ROCCA | PUGLIA 4.50/19(bottle)
A fragrant nose with a lively crispness on the palate and a firm 
finish 

ChARDONNAy FRIuLI AquILEA DOC  
ZONIN CLASSICI        4.95 /20(bottle)
GRAPE VARIETY: Chardonnay - Friuli 
“A classic example. Intense and crisp with fresh apple notes.  
Sleek with a fine balance enhanced by fruity succulent finish.”

SAuVIGNON AquILEIA DOC  
CA’BOLANI 5.95/24(bottle)
GRAPE VARIETY: Sauvignon Blanc - Friuli
“A textbook Sauvignon Blanc reminiscent of the Bordeaux 
style. Aromatic with a lovely texture and a mineral backbone. 
Exudes classic scents of green peppers, elderflower and sage. 
Refreshing and lean finish.”

pINOT GRIGIO ROSATO - PRENDINA
GRAPE VARIETY: pinot grigio - Mantova  5.95/24(bottle)
“A dry, slightly fruity inviting warm wine with a nice balanced 
acidity. Excellent with white meat and fish”

______________________________________________

pROSECCO DOC SpuMANTE ExTRA 
DRy VALLATE SAN FIOR | VENETO
GRAPE VARIETY: Glera (125)           5.95/30(bottle) 
“A deliciously soft creamy nose with ripe fruitiness”.

ChAMpAGNE LAFORGE-TESTA 
LAFORGE-TESTA | ChARLY-SUR-MARNE       60
GRAPE VARIETY: Pinot Noir ,Chardonnay 
“A lovely elegant yeasty, biscuit nose that so typifies good 
Champagne. On the palate it is soft and rounded with just a 
touch of earthiness and a good length”. 

pROSECCO LA VI CANEVEL 
CANEVEL | VENETO 40
GRAPE VARIETY:  Prosecco 
“A lively, slightly yeasty touch with a delicious rounded finish 
and a good length. palate it is soft and rounded with just a 
touch of earthiness and a good length.”

White Wines
ChARDONNAy I.G.p. “TENuTA SAN 
MARCO” DUE PALME | PUGLIA 25
GRAPE VARIETY: Chardonnay 
“Light and pale golden in colour. The elegant perfumes and 
aromatic bouquet are the result of a particular vinification 
process: soft pressing, criomaceration and fermentation at a 
controlled temparature.” 
 
ChARDONNAy D.O.C
ALTO ADIGE | GIRLAN
GRAPE VARIETY: Chardonnay 31
“Dry, with particularly fine and delicate aromas, with a full-
bodied, elegant and lively palate.”

 
FRASCATI D.O.C. CANTINA MONTE 
PORZIO | LAZIO 23
GRAPE VARIETY: Malvasia Di Candia, Malvasia 
Puntinata, Trebbiano 
“A perfect example of Frascati Superiore: bright, straw yellow 
in colour, it has an appley bouquet and a consistent and 
savoury flavour with good fresh acidity.” 

VERDICChIO DEI CASTELLI DI JESI 
CLASSICO D.O.C. COLONNARA | MARChE  
GRAPE VARIETY: Verdicchio                               23 
“Pale straw in colour with green tinges, this wine has a 
fine scent and taut dryness with a good fruit-acid balance, 
underlined with a hint of bitter almond.” 



GAVI DI GAVI D.O.C.G. 
LA MERLINA | PIEMONTE 36
GRAPE VARIETY: Cortese 
“This small, family run estate produces a prime example: a refined 
but intense, tangy dry white with an intriguing hint of lime.” 

GAVI DEL COMuNE DI GAVI DOCG 
CARMELITANI 40
“ After you have tasted it you will not be surprised to discover 
that both the wine and the producer are regular medal 
winners. A delicious, lively and citrusy nose is matched with a 
fullness and rounded flavour on the lengthy palate.” 

pINOT GRIGIO I.G.T. 
TORRESELLA | VENETO 23
GRAPE VARIETY: Pinot Grigio 
“Pale straw yellow in colour, dry, smooth, harmonious and 
fresh with a characteristic and delicate fruity scent.” 

pINOT bIANCO GARDA D.O.C 28
PRENDINA
GRAPE VARIETY: Pinot Bianco 
“Made from the family vineyards just south of Lake Garda. An 
absolutely delicious blend of citrus fruit and balancing acidity 
that shows just how good the Pinot Bianco variety can be.” 

FALANGhINA I.G.T 
VINOSIA | CAMPANIA 25
GRAPE VARIETY: Falanghina 
“Vivid straw-yellow in colour with a hint of green. Intense 
and persistent nose, rich, fruity with floral notes. Sapid, well 
structured and harmonious; fruity tasting note.” 

TREbbIANO D’AbRuzzO D.O.p  
CASAL ThAULERO | ABRUZZO 32
GRAPE VARIETY: Trebbiano 
“Straw yellow with greenish reflections and a fresh, fruity 
bouquet. The palate is soft, smooth and fragrant. Excellent as 
an aperitif or ideal with appetizers and fish dishes”.

TERRE FENICE VERMENTINO DI 
SARDEGNA D.O.C.  
SARDUS PATER | SARDEGNA 36
GRAPE VARIETY: Vermentino “
This excellent Vermentino has a rich array of aromas, both 
flowery and fruity. It is dry, elegant and well balanced, just as 
fresh and deep on the palate” 
 
pINOT GRIGIO FRuILI GRAVE D.O.C 
LAMIS FORChIR 
GRAPE VARIETY: Pino Grigio 28
“This is no ordinary Pinot Grigio; this is Forchir Pinot Grigio. 
A light sappy nose with a distinctive almondy tone. On the 
palate it is rounded and with a lively crispness on the finish.” 

Red Wines 

MALbECh LISON pRAMAGGIORE 
D.O.C. SANTA MARGhERITA |VENETO  
GRAPE VARIETY: Malbech                                  30 
“This is a fine example of the perfection that can be achieved in 
using 100% Malbech grapes. It has a medium intensity, fruity 
aromas, good texture, balanced acidity and ample finish” 

LE FOCAIE SANGIOVESE MAREMMA 
TOSCANA DOC  ROCCA DI MONTEMASSI  32
GRAPE VARIETY:  Sangiovese - Tuscany
“A very fine Sangiovese. Delicate perfume of violets, cherries 
and wild berries deliciously balanced on the palate with lovely 
fresh summer fruits and a satisfying finish.”  
 
ChIANTI CLASSICO D.O.C.G. 
LAMOLE DI LAMOLE | TOSCANA 38
GRAPE VARIETY: Sangiovese, Canaiolo, Malvasia 
“Full, clean fragrances of forest fruits, smooth and velvety 
with good persistence. The colour is bright, deep ruby red with 
slightly garnet tints.”

ROSSO DI MONTALCINO D.O.C. COL 
D’ORCIA | TOSCANA 68
GRAPE VARIETY: Sangiovese 
“Bright ruby red, intense and very fine, with marked overtones 
of violet and blackberry with an elegant aftertaste.” 
 
RIpASSO VALpOLICELLA SupERIORE 
DOC  ZONIN   35
GRAPE VARIETY:  Corvina, Rondinella, Molinara - Veneto
“A ‘baby Amarone’.  Complex and defined with earthy 
aromas of dark rum against a background of chocolate. Great 
strength. It lingers on the palate, opening out to reveal its 
warm, elegant body.”

SASSAbRuNA MAREMMA TOSCANA 
DOC  ROCCA DI MONTEMASSI   42
GRAPE VARIETY:  Sangiovese, Merlot, Syrah - Tuscany
“An exciting “baby Super Tuscan”.  Rich and superbly 
structured offering a sensation of complex fruit accompanied 
by flavours of spices and liquorice. It is full bodied with refined 
tannins and remarkably long finish.” 
 
bARbERA D’ASTI VESpA D.O.C. 
CASCINA CASTLET | PIEMONTE 46
GRAPE VARIETY: Barbera 
“Its warm, generous taste and delicate, soft flavour combine 
with it’s pleasant acid freshness, with smooth, opulent finish. 
Full purple red colour, vivid plummy fruity on the nose and a 
ripe, smooth palate with lots of fruit character.”  



VALpOLICELLA D.O.C NEGRAR | VENETO 
GRAPE VARIETY: Corvina, Rondinella, Molinara, 
Corvinone                                                         42 
“Aromas of ripe red berries, vinous and spicy. Medium bodied , 
velvet-smooth and balanced.” 
 
bAROLO D.O.C.G. ODDERO | PIEMONTE 
GRAPE VARIETY: Nebbiolo                              66 
“Oddero’s Barolo shows a developed, complex spicy nose and a 
multi-layered palate with a long, warm and tannic fi nish.” 

bAROLO ESSENzE D.O.C.G  64
ESSENZE | PIEMONTE
GRAPE VARIETY:  Nebbiolo 
“Bright ruby red, intense and very fi ne, with marked overtones 
of violet and blackberry with an elegant aftertaste.”

MERLOT GARDA D.O.C. 
GARDA | LA PRENDINA
GRAPE VARIETY:  Merlot 
 28“A lovely, soft and supple red with lots of fruit. 
This Merlot has that ripe, juicy feel to it and is redolent of 
berry fruit.”

VALpOLICELLA  bRIGALDARA D.O.C 
BRIGALDARA | VENETO 32
GRAPE VARIETY:  Corvina 
“This is what Real Valpolicella is all about, a single vineyard 
wine made in the cellars of one of the regions best producers 
in the hills above Verona. It has a ripe raisony, middleweight 
palate and a dry herbal fi nish.” 

ChIANTI COLLI SENESI DOCG bIChI 
bORGhESI
BIChI BORGhESI  | TOSCANA  
GRAPE VARIETY: Sangiovese 28
“A full fl avoured wine with distinctly earthy tones. Quite rich 
on the nose, followed by a substantial breadth on the palate 
and good length on the fi nish.” 

MONTEpuLCIANO DÍAbRuzzO TRE 
SAGGI D.O.C 
TALAMONTI | ABRUZZO                             40 
GRAPE VARIETY: Montepulciano
“The Abruzzo region on Italy’s Adriatic coast has with its 
Montepulciano grape variety the potential for one of Italy’s 
great wines. A bit of a beast of a wine; lashings of dense fruit, 
backed up by full but soft tannins and a long fi nish.”

CASTELLO DELLA pANERETTA D.O.C.G  
PANERETTA | UMBRIA 54
GRAPE VARIETY: Sangiovese 
“Refi ned in small casks and then assembled to create an 
undoubtedly elegant wine. Intense and still youthful aromas.”

COLLEzIONE COLLI MARTANI ROSSO  
D.O.C  
TERRE DE LA CUSTODIA | TOSCANA 32
GRAPE VARIETY: Sangiovese 
“Aged for 12 months in large French oak barrels of 30-50hl. 
Almost totally Sangiovese grapes and characterised by a fi rm 
ripeness and depth of fl avour with a touch of cherries on the 
fi nish.”
 
LACRIMA D.O.C
COLONNARA | MARChE 40
GRAPE VARIETY: Lacrima 
“The wine is only produced by a handful of estates. The 
grape’s name (meaning “tear” in Italian) a smooth subtle 
taste with a hint of berries.”
 
AMARONE DELLA VALpOLICELLA 
DOCG  ZONIN  80
GRAPE VARIETY:  Corvina, Rondinella, Molinara - 
Veneto
“Majestic and sumptuous; dark chocolate and espresso beans, 
layered with intense fl avours of black cherry, plum and dried 
grapes.  Solid with a full velvety structure, perfectly balanced.” 

Please ask about our Dessert wines


